Abstract. This paper deals with the problem of symbol recognition in technical document interpretation. We present a system using a statistical and structural approach. This system uses two interpretation levels. In a first level, the system extracts and recognizes the loops of symbols. In the second level, it relies on proximity relations between the loops in order to rebuild loop graphs, and then to recognize the complete symbols. Our aim is to build a generic device, so we have tried to outsource models descriptions and tools parameters. Data manipulated by our system are modelling in XML. This gives the system the ability to interface tools using different communication data structures, and to create graphic representation of process results.
Introduction
The current improvements of intranet structures allow large companies to develop internal communications between services. The representation of the heritage of huge companies like a network managers firm is often represented through paper documents, which can be either graphic or textual. As a consequence, the sharing of these kind of information will stay very difficult as long as the storage format will not be digital. This explains the current development of studies concerning the automatic analysis of cartographic or engineering documents, which comes as a result of the growing needs of industries and local groups in the development and use of maps and charts. The aim of the interpretation of technical maps is to make the production of documents easier by proposing a set of steps to transform the paper map into interpreted numerical storage [1] [2] [3] [4] . An important step of this conversion process consists in the recognition of symbols, which often appear on technical documents. We present in this document a symbol recognition system. It is based on a statistical and structural approach combination. In the second section, we will briefly describe the classical approaches for symbol recognition. Then, we will present our approach. Finally, we will give conclusions and propose some perspectives for our future works.
Symbols constitute an important informative source on technical documents (geographical maps, utility maps, architectural drawings…). Good states of the art dealing with such a problem can be found in [5] [6] . These surveys show that structural approaches are generally chosen for symbol recognition. Such approaches begin with a graphical primitives extraction step. These primitives can be either structural [7] [8] [9] or statistical-structural [10] . After this first step, primitives and their relations are then represented into a graph, which is used in a process of sub-graph matching in a reference graph. Nowadays, such structural symbol recognition systems are generally efficient for specific applications but cannot be generalized. Only the works of Messmer [11] , Schettini [12] and Pasternak [7] can be considered as generic approaches. Indeed, these authors propose generic symbol description tools. Symbols are described by different primitives obtained through the use of low-level operators, and by the association relations between these primitives. However, some problems are not solved in these systems:
• Limitations appear when symbols integrate important variability, or when they are represented by elements, which are closed but not connected.
• Very few works propose a correction step of the primitives extracted by low-level operators. Yet, this point is important, essentially in the case of damaged documents, for which low-level operators can be disrupted by noise.
• Symbol representations are generally dedicated to existing tool libraries and to specific applications. A system allowing a more global representation of symbols does not exist.
3 Our statistical and structural approach for symbol recognition
Our approach may be decomposed into 3 steps:
• Extraction of loops • Extraction of orientation invariant features and statistical recognition of loops • Reconstruction of loop graphs, and structural symbol recognition
The system relies on proximity relations between the loops in order to recognize the symbols. Our aim is to build a generic device. So, we have tried to outsource from algorithms model descriptions and tool parameters. In this way, this system is evolutionary and can be used in practice for different applications. Until now, it has been exploited only for symbol recognition on France telecom (a French telecommunication operator) utility maps, and for meteorological symbol recognition. The France Telecom symbols represent technical equipments permitting connections on telephonic network: Concentration Points "Point de Concentration" and room In the following, we will present successively each of the 3 processing steps. We will present succinctly the two first steps (loop extraction and classification) to develop more extensively the structural recognition step. Then, we will present in subsection 3.5 the strategy used for the application and the obtained results. Finally, we will present in subsection 3.6 XML use in our system.
Extraction of loops from symbols
An image of loops is obtained through the application of a classical connected components extraction on image. The 
Extraction of orientation invariant features and statistical recognition of loops
This processing step constitutes the statistical approach of our system. A feature vector is extracted for each loop on the image, using three outstanding and complementary tools: the Zernike moments, the Fourier-Mellin invariants, and the circular probes [13] . These features enable to constitute a vector set describing loops. This description is invariant to scale and orientation changes. We have constituted a test and a training set using France Télécom utility map loops, with a size of fifty loops each. Then, with the help of the k nearest neighbors (knn, with k=1) classifier, using Euclidian distance, we got recognition results that are presented in the Fig.3 for each feature extraction tool.
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Fig. 3. Results of loop recognition
These results show that Zernike moments are the most adapted for the recognition of this loop type. Results are quite the same for meteorological symbols. Of course, these recognition rates computed on a test set of weak size are not representative of a real problem, but they indicate promising perspectives of recognition on test sets of big size.
Reconstruction of loop graphs, then structural symbol recognition
This processing step constitutes the structural approach of our system. It may be divided into two steps.
The first step is a model reconstruction step in the sequential processing between the statistical classifier and the structural classifier showed in the Fig. 4 .
Models reconstruction
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Fig. 4. Sequential processing of statistical and structural classification
The models reconstruction tool we used rebuilds some graphs under connection and/or distance constraints. This reconstruction uses the results of loop statistical recognition. The distance constraint permits to control inter-connection of the graphs corresponding to the symbols. It is thus possible to create a graph in which image loops are completely inter-connected, or to isolate each of the symbols of the image.
These connections constraints are defined according to the nature of loops. The maximal connections number is specified for each loop class. The symbol description is a priori considered in model reconstruction strategy. The Fig. 5 .a shows an example of France Telecom utility map. Model reconstruction of this map is achieved by using constraints concerning connection and distance constraints. The distance constraint permits to detect all the 4 graphs of loops. The Fig. 5 .b shows the graphic representation of the model reconstruction of the symbol located below on the right of the map. This graphic representation uses the information obtained from the statistical classification, from the model reconstruction, from a step of contours detection and polygonisation of the loop image. Here, we have a 4-connections constraint for the loop "triangle", and a 1-connection constraint for the loops "ellipse" and for the loop "chambre". The second step is the structural recognition of symbols. It consists in submitting the graphs obtained from the model reconstruction phase to the structural classifier. Our graph matching tool [14] allows a graph edges and nodes typing possibility (integer, float, character, string, object). It permits to compute similarity criterion between graphs, based on the overlap between a candidate graph and a model graph. This overlap corresponds to their common sub-graph. This common sub-graph is searched in three times by matching candidate graph and model graph. In a first time, a filtering step aims at suppressing in the two graphs the nodes and their edges unable to be matched. This concerns the nodes whose label is not common in the two graphs nodes lists. This step has for purpose to reduce the algorithm temporal complexity. In a second time, a research of matching edges is done. The edges are matched if they are equal and if their extremities are equal. The nodes corresponding to the edges extremities are also matched during the edge matching. In a third time, the remaining nodes are matched. Two similarity criteria can finally be computed according to the number of common elements, either on the nodes (1), either on the edges (2). In these equations, n1, n2, and nc and e1, e2, and ec respectively represent the number of nodes and edges of the graph 1, the graph 2, and the common sub-graph.
It is possible to control the combination of the results obtained out of (1) and (2) by average or variance computation. The similarity criterion computation tool is also parameterized in order to take or not into account the types and their attributes. It can be done on the nodes and/or on the edges. For example, it is possible to compute the graph matching taking into account the graph topology, or the graph types. Finally, it is possible to combine the whole similarity criteria obtained by the computation of weighted average, in order to get global similarity criterion. The Fig. 6 is a graphic representation of a model extraction (under connection and distance constraints) and a structural recognition, the loop graphs have been submitted to the structural classifier with a similarity computation taking into account the types and their attributes based on an average of (1) and of (2). The matching graph tool used does not allow the localization and therefore the manipulation of sub-graphs in a candidate graph. Thus, it is impossible to exploit a candidate graph representing the whole image loops. For that reason, it is impossible to distinguish the symbols "chambre" when they are connected to the symbols "PC paires sur appui" and "PC paires sur bornes". Indeed the "chambre" are closely connected to this PC (Fig. 5.a and Fig. 2.a) , and a too strict distance constraint could split up the PC symbol in several symbols. To overcome this problem, we have considered the symbol "PC paires sur support + chambre" and "PC paires sur appui + chambre" as complete symbols. We didn't have this problem with meteorological symbol because distance between loops is sufficiently long.
Strategy and results
In the setting of our application, we have tested several symbol recognition strategies.
The most efficient strategy uses the models only taking into account the distance constraint. Indeed, recognition errors in statistical classification inevitably generate some errors in the models reconstruction, if one takes into account connection constraints. With this strategy, we obtained completely inter-connected graph for every symbol. The matching tool is then parameterized to only take into account the global similarity criterion between nodes (Fig. 7.b) . This global criterion is a weighted average of two similarity criteria, the first on topology graphs, and the second on exact graphs. The weighted average is computed with a more important coefficient for similarity criterion on graphs topology. In term of results, we have tested this approach on 29 symbols, constituted of about hundred loops, and distributed on 9 plan extracts. We have constituted a training set of feature vectors describing the loops. This training set has been used as test set, in order to obtain a 100% statistical recognition results. We obtained 100% of recognition on symbols. Obviously, we are interested to test the correction ability of structural recognition step on statistical recognition results. We voluntary altered statistical training set of France Telecom symbols loops in order to reduce the loops recognition rate. Tests carried out on 22 symbols composed of 74 loops give a loops statistical recognition rate of 55.4% and a symbol structural recognition rate of 86.86%. Among these symbols we have up to 75% of a wrong statistical recognition loops. These results prove the ability of structural recognition step to correct the statistical recognition step. But, taking into account similarity criterion on topology graphs increases these results. Indeed, only the node number used alone permits to distinguish France Telecom symbols (1 for "chambre", 2 for the "PC paires sur appui", 3 for the "PC paires sur appui + chambre", 4 for the "PC paires sur bornes", 5 for the "PC paires sur bornes + chambre"). We realized similar tests on the meteorological symbols in order to prove the importance of similarity criterion on topology graphs in symbol recognition. Tests on 56 symbols composed of 96 loops extracted from the same image rotated into 8 different directions gives 44% for loops statistical recognition and 55% symbol structural recognition. Indeed, only symbol "ciel obscurci" (Fig. 2) can be recognized by its loops number. Nevertheless, we have corrected 33% of symbol in which loops were badly recognized by statistical step.
XML modelling
Data manipulated by our system are modelled in XML [15] . The use of this data description language offers several advantages. First, XML seems to become a reference concerning data description languages. This guarantees in the future a durability of our tools and especially a possibility to exploit tools provided by the scientific community. Secondly, the properties of XML can be used in a recognition system. Among these properties, we used the data transformation and the specialized sublanguages. Data transformation tools: XML permits to use of XSLT processors (for example, the Xalan processor [16] ). These processors transform a XML data flow with the help of a XSLT script program [17] , which permits an easy data transformation. If data have a XML type flag format, we can have two tools using different communication data structures. In the same way, it is also possible to merge data stemming from several tools.
The specialized sub-languages: XML is described as a meta-language because it is a root language, which permits to define specialized sub-languages. For example the SVG [18] language permits a data graphic description. We used this language in order to rebuild a graphic representation of all our steps processing ( Fig. 5.b, 6 ). Moreover, we can superpose the image with the graphic representation of our process result ( Fig. 7.b) . With the help of the XSLT processor, we merged and transformed information of our different tools in SVG format. We used tools provided by computer science community (SVG viewer [19] , Batik [20] ) for the recognition visualization.
Conclusions and perspectives
In conclusion, we have presented in this document a symbol recognition system combining statistical and structural approaches. We have exploited these approaches in order to recognize some technical symbols composed of loops. These symbols have proximity relations between theirs loops. We exploited statistical approach in a first interpretation level in order to recognize loops found in symbols. In a second interpretation level, we exploited proximity relations between these loops by a structural approach, in order to recognize the complete symbols. The first results are encouraging. On one hand, a perfect statistical recognition gives a perfect symbol structural recognition. On the other hand, the statistical recognition results can be corrected by structural recognition step. The efficiency of this correction is a function of similarity between symbols (differences in topology symbols, share of loops classes between symbols). The model set and the configuration information of tools have been outsourced from algorithms. This confers to the system a generic aspect. Data manipulated by our system are modelled in XML. This gives to system the ability to interface tools using different data format, and to create graphic representation of each treatment step. Our first perspective is to extend the statistical/structural serial combination in a parallel combination. Indeed, we hope will integrate structural model extraction tools for compare with statistical model extraction tolls actually used. These structural tools allow extracting connected component structure (contrary to statistical model extraction tolls). This property gives ability to extract part of a connected component. Among these structural model extraction tools we hope will integrate:
• squeletonization method -skeleton structuring -and mathematics approximations [21] • follow line method -structuring method of follow line [22] • line adjacency graph method [23] The second perspective consists in improving our structural classifier. In a first time we plan to realize localization and manipulation of sub-graphs in a candidate graph, in order to exploit loops graph representing several symbols on image. It will permit to treat the neighbor symbols that can't be isolated by simple distance constraint (as it's the case of the France Télécom symbol "chambre"). In a second time we hope will compute inexact graph matching in order to allow a tolerance between node and edge values of candidate and model graphs during matching process. It would permit for example to take into account the distances between loops given by reconstruction models tool. Finally, in a third time, we wish to exploit the confusion matrix of our statistical classifier. The goal is to weight similarity computation between graphs according to confidence degrees of node labels (provided by the statistical classifier). Finally, the third perspective is to integrate our tools in a knowledge-based approach. In a first time, the aim is to create a common knowledge set in XML, for the whole tools of our system. A simultaneous use of XSLT and XML-QL [24] (norm for the XML data set management) will permit management and adaptation of this knowledge set for the whole tools of our system. It will be necessary to define a representation formalism of a generic model for the entire recognition tools. In a second time we wish to develop a supervision program of our recognition system, permitting the combination of our different tools (classifiers and models extraction tools). The aim is to control the whole processing from the image processing to the classifier combination. We wish to control our recognition system by a processing scenario, in order to adapt easily and quickly the system to a new recognition objective.
